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Tip top is a table lamp made of two 
superimposed domes of blown glass only 
in contact at their vertex.  This unusual 
construction creates an aerial sensation 
of equilibrium. The solid aluminum base 
completes this quietly luxurious object.
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JONAH TAKAGI

TIP TOP
Table lamp

BASE

Mat lacquered aluminum grey

Shiny lacquered green

Shiny lacquered orange

MATERIALS 
& FINISHES

DIMENSIONS
& WEIGHT HEIGHT

WIDTH
DEPTH

WEIGHT 

TIP TOP LAMP

40cm / 15,7 in.
30cm / 11,8in.
30cm / 11,8in.

6kg / 13,5lbs.

WITH PACKAGING

56cm / 22in.
33cm / 13in.
36cm / 14,2in.

7kg / 15lbs.

OTHER DETAILS

SHADE

Smoky grey 

Delivery: in stock
E27 / 60W max. Bulb not included
Electric wire lenght : 1,5m/59 inches
Blown glass is an artisanal product and 
may present slight distortions.

1 thick cardboardbox

Always use a microfiber cloth and rub 
lightly. Never apply any solvents.

TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION

PACKAGING

MAINTENANCE

MATERIALS

- Metal base
- Blown glass

2012



 La Chance
La Chance is a Paris based design company 
producing furniture, lighting, accessories, rugs and 
wallpaper with a strong and distinctive style.
La Chance gives a contemporary interpretation of 
the ornamental and decorative French furniture 
tradition rooted in the Art Deco period. The 
creations of La Chance share a sophisticated, rich 
and singular design based on noble materials. It 
is a come back to a warm and uninhibited luxury, 
breaking away from cold and conceptual design.  La 
Chance produces investment pieces that will get a 
patina for the future generations to keep enjoying 
this contemporary family furniture.

 La Chance
21, rue Michel le Comte 75003 Paris FRANCE
+33 (0) 9 72 31 12 74  info@lachance.paris
www.lachance.paris
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 The designer
Jonah Takagi was born in Tokyo and grew up in the 
US.  Jonah crafted his own furniture while following 
an indie rock career before creating his studio Atelier 
Takagi in 2010.
He is now one of the leaders of the renewed 
American design scene. 

He also designed another project for La Chance : 
the Mewoma table. 


